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THE FASHION WORLD 
DOESN’T KNOW THE WORD 
STOP, SO YOU HAVE 
TO MAKE SURE THERE 
ARE SUBLIME MOMENTS 
EVERY DAY”
RAF SIMONS
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MASTER COURSE
IN FASHION COMMUNICATION
AND STYLING

Fashion styling is today both a great opportunity and a complex 
challenge. Fashion Stylists and Communicators have the privilege 
and the responsibility to read and interpret a brand or a product 
respecting its identity yet pushing the boundaries, so to design 
a world around it and tell the most engaging story ever. 
Three influential faculty members of the Master course give us their 
point of view on the profession and explain their approach during classes:  

“Fashion is the most creative and multitasking industry where everything is possible 
if you believe in your dreams and ideas. The course leads you through different 
activities in which you have the opportunity to meet professional tutors that explain 
you the world of fashion by telling their experiences. During the pathway you need 
to be curious, push towards your boundaries and be ready for new challenges.”

Sara Sozzani Maino

“Curiosity and constant research. Being a fashion stylist is a job that requires 
attention to everything, every other creative language and artistic form becomes 
a source of inspiration. Desire to experiment, but also skills of problem solving. 
A fashion stylistis able to work both in a group or as independent and autonomous. 
Humility, kindness and availability are a must.”

Stefano Guerrini

“A successful stylist knows the world where s/he lives in, s/he keeps an attentive 
gaze on trends of various forms of art and s/he communicates them through fashion.”

Alessandro Milzoni

“The highest value of our job is to be aware that the image, the way we all appear, 
is in fact a cultural act reflecting the here and now of our time. Communication 
is a awareness manifesto, a piece of our story to connect to the rest.”

Fabio Messana
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Fashion is a fast moving phenomenon that requires smart and highly 
specialised professionals able to keep themselves up-to-date with the 
last trends. Communicating it means having the capability to foresee 
the changes and present them to the public in its complexity, making the 
most of the instruments offered by new media and visual communication. 

The Master course in Fashion Communication and Styling trains 
experts that bring value to fashion products through all the aspects 
of communication, creating contents such as images, videos, editorial 
projects, composing the outfits for new collections’ presentations etc. 
They represent the connection between the manufacturing world and 
consumers, as they own a deep understanding of market and society 
dynamics, they fine-tune perceptions and are able to tell value-based 
stories around fashion brands, products and trends. 

In order to tell you about this course at the best, we would like to provide you an 
insight into the activities carried out by the students. Take a look at the projects 
realised by the former classes: ied.edu/master-in-fashion 

OVERVIEW
IED Masters represent an experience that allows
students to explore concepts and develop projects 
aimed at the definition of their own professional identity.

 The Master course is open to graduates in Fashion, Communication, 
 Marketing and Creative Arts, as well as to young professionals with 
 experience in the field. Different backgrounds are subject to evaluation. 
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Some of the agencies and companies 
that activated internships in past 
editions:
10 Corso Como, Anteprima, Antonio Marras, 

Armani, Bally, Bottega Veneta, Brioni, Calvin Klein, 

Carta e Costura, Closed, CM&Partners, Coin, 

Comfort Zone, CondéNast, Costume National, 

Diesel, Dolce & Gabbana, Duyan, Ermenegildo Zegna, 

Etro, Fujiwara, Furla, Gattinoni, Gentryportofino, 

Geox, Get Lost, Gianfranco Ferré, Giorgiana Ravizza, 

Giovanni Cavagna, Golab, Gruppo CM&Partners, 

Jill Sander, Jimmy Choo, Karla Otto, Les Copains, 

Loro Piana, Lucio Vanotti, Marchon, Marina Rinaldi, 

Mariotti Diffusione, Maxcode, Max Mara, Maximilian 

Linz, MFFashion, Mila Schön, Misaki, Missoni, 

Moschino, M+F Girbaud, Negri Firman, Nike Italia, 

Onitsukatiger, Paola Frani, Prada, Procter & Gamble, 

Ratti, Ruffo, Selecta, Sergio Tacchini, Studio Zeta, 

Trussardi, Upim, Valentino, Vivienne Westwood, 

WP Lavori in Corso, Yves Saint Laurent.

This educational pathway provides high 
quality experiences allowing students to 
meet the main characters in the chosen field 
of study, to strengthen their competences 
and to acquire new ones, towards the 
progressive definition of their future. 

Fashion Communicators are qualified to 
work as Communication Managers, Image 
Consultants, Fashion Stylists, Researches 
and Trend Setters, as well as PRs. In these 
roles, they can find occupation in press 
offices, public relations agencies, event 
organisation companies, publishing 
and design departments of Italian 
and international fashion houses.  

WHAT’S NEXT
Working with internationally renowned 
professionals, becoming aware of the real job’s 
dynamics, acquiring new contacts and getting 
into a network: these are the main achievements 
of IED Master students.
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The Master course, in its past editions, 
trained professionals who are building 
extraordinary careers in European and 
global contexts, such as:

Francesca Di Donato
Graphic Contents Creator - Cosmopolitan 
website
“The Master course was the best 
opportunity to discover and express my 
creativity and the chance to see my ideas 
transforemed into projects. 
Thanks to the skills and the competences 
I developed, I had the possibility to 
experience different jobs, such as the 
freelance collaboration with Cosmopolitan.
it as Graphic Contents Creator.”

Pamela Mori
Creative Director and Graphic 
Designer - Canvas Design Media 
“With the Master course of Fashion 
Communication and Styling, I had the 
opportunity to give voice and life to my ideas, 
through the development of a method 
of think and work that I have been able to 
improve during my studies and which 
I still use today in my work.”

Michela Saracino
Marketing and Communication 
Manager - VIVALAGIOIA
“This Master course taught me that behind 
any difficulty there is the great opportunity to 
go beyond our limits and this is the approach 
I use everyday with the work’s challenges!”

Martina Strata
Social Media Manager 
“Knowing how to work in team, constantly 
looking for an exchange of views and 
the importance of fashion history, 
which is fundamental to understand what’s 
happening today in the fashion system: 
these are the teachings that I daily bring 
with me at work.”



METHODOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

The Master course in Fashion Communication 
and Styling trains experts that bring value to 
fashion products through all the aspects of 
communication, creating contents such as 
images, videos, editorial projects, composing 
the outfits for new collections’ presentations.

They represent the connection between 
the manufacturing world and consumers,
 as they own a deep understanding of 
market and society dynamics, they fine-tune 
perceptions and are able to tell value-based 
stories around fashion brands, products 
and trends.

Structure
Traditional lectures, workshops 
and laboratory sessions are structured 
in parallel in order to allow participants 
to be aligned to same cultural and stylist/
communication tools. Students then deal 
with the different phases of the projects 
process, consisting of experimental and 
interactive work-flows, each with different 
aims, complexity and objectives. During all 
the projects, participants are supported 
by Project Leader. In parallel, a series 
of nurture courses which support projects 
through concept, development and shooting 
production, are aimed at fostering 
the personal and professional growth 
of each student and of the whole team. 
Conferences and seminars give students 
the opportunity to come face 
to face with industry professionals 

and important figures in the fields of fashion 
and communication. Results of the Final 
Project are presented at the end of the course 
to a commission consisting of industry 
professionals and experts.

Professionals interacting 
with students
Coordinator: they are stylists who follow 
up on all relations with companies, sync 
methodological tools according with the 
projects, are in class to check and align 
the didactics. Eventually they participate, 
together with partner companies, in the 
core moments of any project - brief, work
in progress session, final presentation. 

Project Leader Advisor: each project 
has a reference Professor carefully chosen
for his or her skills in a specific field. 
This person is the reference for a suitable 
project development and leads students 
in reaching the goals demanded by the 
company’s brief. 

Nurture courses Professors: they are 
in charge of sharing and discussing projects 
with the different teams, nurturing students 
with incitement and inspirations. 

Lecturers:  they allow participants to face 
and get in touch with eminent economics 
and business profiles, in order to increase 
cultural influences to apply to project themes. 

PRELIMINARY INTENSIVE COURSES 
Fashion Culture
Students get an in-depth view 
on the cultural and social sides of fashion. 
From an introduction to the 20th century 
fashion to the most contemporary 
and groundbreaking fashion phenomena. 
The new aspects and the most relevant 
young designers today and new trend 
are among the topics of this course too.

Methodology of Project Development
The research of information, trends, pictures 
and cultural phenomena are very important 
to create and develop a shooting project. 
We will investigate on every subjects 
concerning the creation of a project after 
a brief. Analysing the best sources and learning 
how to create a final moodboard. The process 
helps to find out the best views, the best 
suggestions, and the best solutions to prepare 
a good start for a fashion styling project.

Visual Language
This course introduces students to the 
study and knowledge of the most important 
aspects of digital communication through 
the contemporary developments of 
the visual language in fashion. The aim 
is to impart to students the knowledge 
they need to understand the creative 
and strategic processes behind a digital 
and social media campaign. 

History of Fashion Photography
This course introduces students to the history 
and developments of contemporary fashion 
photography from the 1970’s to the present 
day. With an international outlook, it explores 
fashion editorials published in important 
magazines as well as the most popular 
publicity campaigns and the new 
phenomenon of fashion films. The course
links fashion to contemporary art, music, 
and cinema, to consider how fashion reflects 
social, cultural and political ideas concerning 
dress, body and identity.

NURTURE COURSES 
Fashion Communication
This course gives students in-depth information 
and insight into fashion communication, 
especially the tools used, channels and major 
players in the sector. It teaches them to build 
a focused and efficient communication 
strategy within this industry.

Press Office and Fashion Events
This course gives the students 
the knowledge of the tools and techniques 
to organise a fashion show and develop 
all the communication part, specially 
the Press Office.

PROGRAMME



Photo Set
By analysing photographic images 
to distinguish among different lightning sets, 
exploring the most common photography 
techniques and setting up a photo set 
using reference images, students learn 
the foundation of lightning techniques used 
in fashion photography and how to express 
and communicate with photographers 
and other fashion professionals during 
editorials and adv campaigns shooting.

PROJECTS 
Project 1: Still Life
The main goal of this project is to learn how 
to style a fashion shooting, starting from 
an idea to create a fashion story suited 
for the magazine the stylist is working for. 
By developing this project, students improve 
their knowledge and develop their ability 
to do an iconographic research, creating 
a narrative trough objects that represents 
their concept. 

Project 2: Styling Womenswear
Project 3: Styling Menswear
During the development of this two projects, 
students acquire a knowledge related to the 
evolution of women’s and men’s fashion and 
how to style a fashion photographic shooting. 
Starting with an idea, students learn how to 
create a concept through an effective research.
With some pratical lessons at the photo 
lab, they will be able to apply their ideas, 
and understand how to choose the garments 
to prepare a female outfit.  

Thesis Project 
The Thesis Project focuses on fashion film. 
Students have the chance to develop 
a research and to apply the concept in a short 
video oh max. 3 minutes. To create their own 
fashion film, each student must considerate 
and analyse all the elements involved - such 
as location, models and actress, clothes - why 
those details have been chosen and how they 
reflect and affect the mood according to 
the student’s vision. To motivate and promote 
the students, each year Sara Sozzani Maino 
chooses the best projects to be published 
on the Vogue Talents website.

CASE HISTORIES AND 
INTEGRATED ACTIVITIES 
Meetings with professionals from various 
design, artistic and industrial sectors expand 
students’ skills and perspectives, and provide 
a forum for students to discuss their own 
perceptions and consider new stimuli from 
an innovative perspective.

Onsite Visits 
During the Master course, guided 
or recommended visits take place. These 
include visits to key sites of Italian fashion 
and cultural hubs, such as exhibitions, 
studios, production sites, museums 
and showrooms.
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FACULTY

COORDINATOR

Sara Sozzani Maino
Her fashion history began in 1991 at the newly opened 10 Corso Como in Milan. 
In 1994, she became an intern at Vogue Italic. Today, as Deputy Director 
of  Vogue Italia and Head of Vogue Talents, she keeps overseeing this important 
international project created under Franca Sozzani in 2009. Vogue Talents is both 
an editorial and online project; a network that scouts and supports the best 
emerging creative talents in womenswear, menswear, accessories as well as 
fashion photography around the world. Sara Sozzani Maino is Jury Member in 
several fashion competitions, including LVMH’s prize , the International Talent 
Support award, Designer’s Nest Award, the H&M Awards, and the Milan 
Fashion Film Festival. Since September 2018 she has been International Brand 
Ambassador for Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana. Of special interest 
is her collaboration with yoox.com featuring a project focused on 
sustainability called The Next Green Talent.

IED faculty consists entirely of professionals able to teach 
theory and practice, through case histories and project works 
in collaboration with companies that allow participants 
to meet directly the job market.



IED reserves the right to make any change in relation 

to the didactic needs or those of the school itself.

Dainese, Peserico, Triumph Motorcycles and 
also for companies as IFF, Giemme brands 
corporate, Touring Club Italiano, 
and Veronafiere.

Giulia Smith
Head of Communication and Events 
at Vivienne Westwood, where she manages 
communication, fashion shows, events 
and celebrities. She organises fashion 
shows, international events, and is the 
Casting Director for several brands. She 
casts for catwalks, advertising campaigns, 
lookbooks and editorial shootings. She 
collaborated with Missoni, Bottega Veneta, 
M1992, Vivienne Westwood, AF Vandevorst, 
Giorgio Armani beauty and many more. 

Riccardo Terzo
Fashion contributor Vogue Italia 
and Vogue Talents. Fashion coordinator 
Posh magazine. Stylist and fashion editor. 
He started collaborating with Sara Sozzani 
Maino as a scout for the Talents platform. 
As a freelance stylist and contributor, 
he collaborated with Gucci, Moncler, 
Saldarini, Camera della Moda and 
magazines like Vogue, Officiel, Exhibition.

Some of the professionals involved 
in the past editions of the Master 
course: 
Filippo Leone Maria Biraghi Freelance Stylist; 

Founder and Art Director - Flamboyant web magazine

Martina Caironi - Paralympic Champion

Francesca Fregosi Editorial and PR 

Manager - JB Media Agency

Alessia Glaviano Senior Photo Editor - Vogue Italia, 

L’Uomo Vogue

Antonia Klugmann - Chef 

Franco La Cecla - Anthropologist

Marco Paglia - UX Designer

Marco Ricchetti Economist and President - Hermes Lab

Elisa Simi Executive Editor and Style Editor; 

Executive Producer and Author - Fashion TV, Mtv

Beniamino Marini Worldwide Social Media 

and Editorial Content Manager - Gucci

PROFESSORS

Giulia Blasi
Writer and social media specialist with a 4+ 
years background in fashion and an ongoing 
career as a culture and current affairs writer. 
She has published four novels, a short story 
collection and a non-fiction book. 

Valentina Cameranesi 
Enrico Pompili
Creative consultant duo based in Milan 
and operating in the design and fashion 
fields. Since 2012, Cameranesi Pompili provides 
services in all aspects of Creative Direction, 
Set Design and Interior Design. 
They collaborated with Bulgari, Cassina, 
Callens, Christian Louboutin, Diesel Home, 
Federlegno, Lardini, Poliform, Sergio Rossi, 
Vionnet, Tod’s, Flos, Santoni, Mandarina 
Duck, Simona Vanth. 

Stefano Guerrini
In 1998 started writing on various fashion 
magazines, in particular the magazines 
Donna, L’Uomo Vogue, MF Fashion, Activa, Hot 
and also on the website of italian GQ 
magazine, where he had his fashion blog, 
one of the first to write about fashion from 
a male point of view using this new medium, 
lepilloledistefano. He has been fashion 
director of the quarterly bilingual magazine 
Label and then of Made05 magazine, 
which later became MadeWithStyle. 
He has also been a contirbutor for Velvet, 
iodonna.it and cosmopolitan.it. 
Now he contributes for Modem, he has 
a personal space on Fondazione Pitti 
Discovery’ site, he is editor at large 
of dapasserella.it and of manintown.com.

Fabio Messana
A background in classical studies, a degree 
in Industrial Design and then shifted 
to the fashion and publishing fields. After 
few years working as stylist assistant, he 
is now working on the creative department 
of the Vogue Italia’s Special Project 
and he is in charge of #vogueshareable, 
the new Vogue Italia’s content unit. 

His approach is all about activating 
a communication process through 
the analysis of all of the factors influencing 
the image such as: the design, the market, 
the target, the catchment area as well as 
the moment of history in which we live.

Alessandro Milzoni
After graduating in Fashion Design and then 
in Fashion Communication and Styling 
at IED Milan, he worked as styling assistant 
in photo shoots for various editions 
of Vogue, L’Officiel, Elle, Odda, Fucking 
Young. He’s currently digital content curator 
for the magazine Edicola; freelance stylist 
for fashion publishing, adv campaigns 
and video commercials; menswear 
fashion writer for the blog Primpy. 

Federico Morgantini
He began his career following his first 
studies in law. Founder of CATTURA 
Production, creative studio and production 
company based in Milan, he has been 
playing the role of production manager 
for several years in the field of art, fashion 
and creativity with different visual 
languages. In the Fashion field, he did 
productions for various brands including 
Versace, YSL, Tod’s, Gucci, Michael Kors, 
Dsquared2, Missoni, which has been 
published in international magazines 
including Vogue, L’Officiel, Numéro,
Man About Town, Purple Magazine. 

Elena Schiavi
Marketing and Communication Strategist 
and Coordinator. After an important 
experience in music and cultural fields, 
managing ItineraFestival promoted by 
MiBACT and working for Fondazione Cartier, 
she joined Studio TM as Managing Partner.  
Since 2006, she has been in charge 
of communication and marketing strategy 
for several brands, covering all the different 
aspects of communication in the most 
diverse market fields, such as fashion, 
lifestyle, travel and culture. She developed 
communication plans for premium brands 
such as Calcaterra, Peak Performance, 
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“Conversations with...”
A project designed to make students meet the main 

players of the fashion world and get inspired by their 

direct testimonies. IED hosted, among others:

Marcelo Burlon, Gloria Maria Cappelletti, 

Costanza Cavalli Etro, Orsola De Castro, Alessandro 

Dell’Acqua, Francesca Delogu, Clara Del Nero, 

Li Edelkoort, Massimo Giorgetti, Diane Pernet, 

Serena Tibaldi, Matthew Williams, Lee Wood.



IED Career Service aims to support 
students in their contacts with the world of 
work through relationships with companies, 
agencies, freelancers, and a customised 
activity of tutoring and monitoring. 
During their path, students can take 
advantage of a bespoke activity of support 
and monitoring. They also have the 
possibility to meet external companies 
and participate to selection interviews for 
activation of internships or collaborations
once the study path is over.

Moreover every year IED organises the 
Career Days: targeted meetings with 
companies and agencies aimed at the 
selection and search of profiles
to join their teams. Students have the 
chance to present their own works 
highlighting their motivation, creativity 
and aspirations.

PARTNERS 

3M, Accenture, Adidas, Alessi, Alfa Romeo,
Amnesty International, Apple, Arnoldo
Mondadori Editore, Aston Martin, Barilla,
Benetton, BMW, Bottega Veneta, Bulgari,
Calvin Klein, Canon, Campari, Cappellini,
Coca Cola, Damiani, De Agostini, Diesel,
Dior, Dolce&Gabbana, Ducati, EDI Effetti
Digitali Italiani, Edizioni Condé Nast,
Emergency, Emilio Pucci, Endemol Shine
Italy, Ermenegildo Zegna, Fendi, Ferrari,
Ferrero, FIAT Chrysler Automobiles, Flos,
Fontana Arte, Ford, Fox Italia, Freeda,
Gianni Versace, Giorgio Armani, Herno,
Hewlett Packard, Honda, IBM, Illy, Ikea,
Inditex Group, Jaguar, Jil Sander, JINGLE BELL
Voice & Music, JWT, Lamborghini, Lancia,
Lavazza, Lego, Leo Burnett, Louis Vuitton,
Luxottica, Marni, Maserati, Martini,
Max Mara, Mediaset, Microsoft, Milestone,
Missoni, Moschino, Movimenti Production,
MTV, Nestlé, Nike, Nintendo, Nivea, Piaggio,
Pirelli, Pixar, Polaroid, Pomellato, Prada,
Proxima Milano, Puma, RCS, RAI, Redbull,
Renault, Roberto Cavalli, Salvatore
Ferragamo, Sergio Rossi, SKY, Sony,
Swarovski, Swatch, Tbwa, Tod’s, Toyota,
Universal Studios, Valentino, Volkswagen,
We Are Social, WWF Italia, Yoox.

CAREER SERVICE

IED is a 100% Italian excellence as well
as an international network with campuses
in Italy, Spain and Brasil.

170 academic partnerships spread
over Europe, Asia, USA, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and South America. Many of 
these partnerships allow Undergraduate 
students to participate to the Exchange 
Study Program and Erasmus+, attending 
a semester abroad.

Moreover, IED is member of a wide-ranging 
academic and cultural network:
CUMULUS – International Association
of Universities and Colleges of Art, Design
and Media; ELIA - The European League
of Institutes of the Arts; WDO – World Design 
Organization; ENCATC – European Network 
on Cultural Management and Policy.

IED also keeps relations with various
international Universities and Academic
Associations, including: ADI - Associazione
per il Disegno Industriale, NAFSA - Association 
of International Educators, EAIE – European 
Association for International Education.

The international dimension and vocation
are also confirmed by the presence of
students coming from over 100 countries.

IED is a place of fruitful exchanges
and confrontation between different
cultures and contributes to training
a new generation of professionals ready
for entering the contemporary market.

ALUMNI

Over 120,000 former students. A global, 
multicultural and interdisciplinary 
community: a place of exchange,
communication and bespoke services,
an incubator of opportunities, relationships
and visibility. Whoever spent also
a short time in IED classrooms, through the 
dedicated platform, has the chance to get in 
touch with the whole alumni community, 
coming from international contexts. 
Registered alumni can find out more about 
IED network, receive invitations to events, 
initiatives and exclusive community 
seminars. Last but not least through this 
platfrom alumni are being informed of a 
selection of dedicated job offers.

AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK



MASTER COURSES
The Master courses  are strongly rooted in the Italian 
design cornerstones as curiosity, enterprise and growth. 
Such mindset guarantees a combination of skills, technique 
and creativity to give more and more effective answers 
to those who want to excel in the fields of creativity 
and management. Designed in collaboration with 
companies, Master courses prepare for the job market 
and allow to build your own professional identity.
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Fashion Communication

and Styling

PRACTICAL INFORMATION USEFUL LINKS

ied.edu/apply-to-master 
ied.edu/pricelist-master
ied.edu/financial-aid
ied.edu/services
ied.edu/accommodation-in-milan
ied.edu/alumni

QUALIFICATION 
Attendance is mandatory.  At the end of 
the Master course, enrolled students who 
successfully attended at least 80% of each 
course, receive a IED Diploma. To get the 
certificate students must pass all exams and 
demonstrate commitment in developing a 
successful Final Project. An examination board 
awards the student’s final grade marked – 
according to Italian ranking reference system, 
min 66, max 110 with honors.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
The application form can be sent by anyone 
who holds a First Level Academic Diploma, 
a BA Degree or other equivalent qualification 
(graduates of private schools at University 
level) or with an equivalent professional 
experience in the disciplinary area of the 
course. Grad students may also participate, 
provided that they get their degree by the date 
of discussion of the final project.

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
This Master course is taught in English. 
To ensure course contents are fully 
understood, IED demands applicants a B2 level 
- equivalent to IELTS 5.5 or TOEFL IBT 68. 
In order to demonstrate the required language 
proficiency, non-native speakers have to 
submit a language certificate or undergo 
a language test run by a IED representative.

DEADLINE
Applicants are strongly suggested to complete 
the enrolment process at least 30 days before 
the beginning of the selected course.

SELECTION AND ADMISSION
To start Master admission process applicants 
must log in to the reserved area with their 
credentials, upload the documents required 
for admission to the course and complete the 
personal information.  An Admission Advisor 
will support throughout the course selection, 
admission and enrolment process. Applicants 
can get the login credentials by sending a 
request email to the Admission Advisor. 
If not in contact with an Admission Advisor 
yet, fill in the “Apply online” form to receive an 
email with useful references and information 
about the selected course. By replying directly 
to the message the process goes ahead and 
credentials will be sent. The documents 
needed to start the selection are:

• pre-enrollment form, available 
   in the personal area;
• a letter of motivation in the language 
   of the course;
• updated CV;
• a copy of the Bachelor’s degree 
   if available;
• transcripts of university exams;
• portfolio, recommended;
• ID or passport;
• self-certification of residence;
• tax code.

IED Master’s degrees establish limited 
enrolments. Once the upload of all the 
documents has been completed and the 
suitability for the chosen course has been 
verified, applicants will be invited to a 
motivational interview aimed at deepening 
and evaluating the skills acquired during 
previous studies, the qualifications and 
marks obtained, any professional 
experiences made, individual aptitudes/
motivation as well as verifying the proper 
knowledge of the course language. 

ENROLMENT 
Once the selection step is done, applicants 
will receive the certificate of admission and 
the regulations to sign and upload in the 
personal area. At the same time, they can 
pay the balance of the registration fee, thus 
reserving a place in the classroom.

SCHOLARSHIPS 
AND FACILITATIONS
IED supports young creatives thanks to 
a policy of economic facilitations and 
scholarships. Moreover Italian students 
may take advantage of subsidised loans.

ADMISSION OFFICE
IED Admission Office offer steady assistance 
to students asking for more information. 
They help you to find out more about IED and 
choose the best course, providing detailed 
information on courses organisation, 
contents, goals and future job prospects.

ACCOMMODATION 
IED provides support to all students 
looking for accommodation through 
dedicated service providers. Most of the 
accommodation options available are easy 
reachable from IED schools. IED Admission 
Advisor may give further details. 

OPEN DAYS
Open Days are great opportunities 
to meet, on-site or online, coordinators, 
business partners and IED staff, find out 
more about the contents and professional 
opportunities of a Master course’s 
programme at IED and take a look 
at the school.

INFO
IED Milano
Via A. Sciesa, 4 - 20135 Milano
t. +39 02 5796951

https://www.ied.edu/study-in-italy/how-to-apply/master
https://www.ied.edu/study-in-italy/how-to-apply/master
https://www.ied.edu/profession/scholarships-and-facilitations
https://www.ied.edu/study-in-italy/general-informations/services-for-students
https://www.ied.edu/accommodation-in-milan
https://alumni.ied.edu/


50 YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE
INTERNATIONAL 
NETWORK
11 LOCATIONS
AROUND THE WORLD
10000 STUDENTS 
A YEAR
+100 NATIONALITIES
UNDERGRADUATE,
MASTER, SUMMER,
SEMESTER 
AND CONTINUING
EDUCATION 
PROGRAMMES
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All the images used are students’ projects or the result 

of collaborations with companies.


